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Bankruptcy in the United States finds its basis 
in Article 1, Section 8, Clause 4 of the United 
States Constitution which states Congress may 
enact "uniform Laws on the subject of 
Bankruptcies throughout the United States". 
Congress has enacted bankruptcy statutes, 
primarily in the form of the Bankruptcy Code, 
found at Title 11 of the United States Code.

 The broad basis and framework of bankruptcy 
statutes is found in Title 11 of the US Code

 At the same time state law statutes are often 
involved in the form of exemptions, property 
rights, and fraudulent conveyances which can 
have a major impact on any particular case
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 The administration of bankruptcy cases may 
require judicial intervention

 Both state and federal court interpretations and 
rulings of various issues can be implicated in 
judicial resolution of bankruptcy issues  

- In 2005 Congress enacted and President 
George W. Bush signed into law the 
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer 
Protection Act (BAPCPA) which made 
substantial amendments to the Bankruptcy 
Code.

 - BAPCPA changes were many including:
- the establishment of a means test
- requiring substantial documentation of a  

debtor’s circumstances
- debtor credit counseling, and debtor   

financial management education
- heightened requirements of debtor attorneys 

including certification of info in bankruptcy 
petitions, statements and schedules; advertising     
restrictions; and requirements and restriction of       
advice given to debtors  
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 There are six types, or “chapters” of 
bankruptcy in the United States:

- Chapter 7
- Chapter 9 
- Chapter 11
- Chapter 12
- Chapter 13
- Chapter 15

 Chapter 7 is a liquidation bankruptcy, not a reorganization 
bankruptcy
- the most common type of bankruptcy case that is filed
- Available to individuals as well as to 
non-individual entities

- As of April 2017 a total of 3287 Chapter 7 cases filed in the 
District of Minnesota.
- MN total cases for 2016 were 9,470
- 2015 cases were 10,505
- 2014 cases were 12,040
- 2013 cases were 14,295
- 2012 cases were 16,804
- 2011 cases were 19,196 
- 2010 cases were 22,070  

 Chapter 9 is a reorganization bankruptcy 
available to governmental agencies.

- Orange County California filed Chapter 9 in 
1994 

- The City of Detroit Michigan filed Chapter 9 in 
2013  

- Puerto Rico ineligible for Chapter 9 bankruptcy 
because it was specifically excluded by statute, 
instead filed under PROMESA 
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 Chapter 11 is a reorganization bankruptcy 
typically used by businesses to continue 
operating
-Also available to individuals who do not 
qualify for Chapter 13
- Not frequently filed. 29 Chapter 11 cases were 
filed in 2016, 42 Minnesota Chapter 11 cases 
filed in 2015,  and 33 Chapter 11 cases in 2014

 A bankruptcy specifically geared to the 
reorganizational needs of “family farmers” and 
“family fisherman” 
- Infrequently filed: 
- 11 cases filed in 2016
- 13 cases filed in 2015
- 9 cases filed in 2014
- 8 cases filed in 2013
-12 cases filed in 2012
- 11 cases filed in 2011
- 11 cases filed in 2010

 A reorganization bankruptcy for individuals, 
not available for non-individual entities
- the second most often filed type of case, after 
Chapter 7 
- 1513 cases filed in 2016
- 1582 cases filed in 2015
- 1827 cases filed in 2014
- 2328 cases filed in 2013
- 2847 cases filed in 2012
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 Concerned with international debt and 
insolvency and cross-border bankruptcy issues

 There are five issues to carefully consider and 
analyze in a Chapter 7 bankruptcy case:
1. Qualifying (An income and expenses 
analysis)
2. Assets
3. Debt
4. Transactional issues: fraudulent conveyances 
and preferences
5. Timing
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 Qualifying concerns an analysis of income and 
expenses. There are two tests to get past:

1. The Means Test

2. The Totality of the Circumstances Test

 THE MEANS TEST STANDARD OF ABUSE: 11 USC 
Sec. 707(b)(2), i.e., the “means test.” 
The means test is an in-depth formula that uses a 
combination of the debtor’s “current monthly income” 
over the past 6 months, and US Census Bureau data, 
and IRS collection standards to determine if a Chapter 
7 bankruptcy filing is presumed abusive or not. 

 To determine whether a filing is abusive or not 
under the means test an examination of the 
debtor’s “current monthly income” must be made. 
Current monthly income is statutorily defined at 
11 USC Sec. 101(10A) and is defined as: 
“the average monthly income from all sources that 
the debtor receives (or in a joint case the debtor 
and the debtor’s spouse receive) without regard to 
whether such income is taxable income… .”
This includes any contributions to the expenses of 
the debtor
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 - Household size is a means test issue since the 
means test compares “current monthly 
income” to the median income for the debtor’s 
household size 
- What is a “household”?

- the term is not defined in the Bankruptcy      
Code

- In re Ellringer, 370 B.R. 905 (Bankr.D.Minn. 2007)
- Other cases have used an “economic unit” test 

 Passing the Means Test:
- If the debtor’s means test income is less than 
the median income for the debtor’s household 
size for the state in which the debtor resides the 
means test is passed

 Passing the Means Test:
- If the debtor’s means test income exceeds the 
median income for the debtor’s household size 
for the state in which the debtor resides a more 
thorough analysis is necessary
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 Passing the Means Test:
- The end result of the means test for an over-
median current monthly income debtor is 
“disposable monthly income” 
- If the debtor has left over income over a 60-
month time period of : 25% of the debtor’s 
unsecured debt or $7,475.00, which ever is higher, 
or $12,475.00 ($207.92 per month) then abuse is 
presumed, and the debtor fails the means test
- The debtor must rebut the presumption of abuse 

 11 USC Sec 707(b)(3) states: … the court shall 
consider…whether … the totality of the 
circumstances … of the debtor's financial 
situation demonstrates abuse.

 - Under this test a debtor can pass the means 
test BUT STILL NOT QUALIFY for Chapter 7 
- This was the standard in place before the 
BAPCPA 2005 amendments to the code (there 
was no means test) with one major alteration:
Before BAPCPA the code used the phrase 
“substantial abuse,” now the lesser standard of 
just “abuse” is sufficient to disqualify a debtor, 
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 A court will consider several factors in analyzing 
whether the facts of a debtor’s case involve abuse:
- the debtor's good faith and candor in filing his 
schedules,    
- whether the debtor made any purchases on the eve of 
bankruptcy, 
- whether the debtor was forced into bankruptcy by an 
unforeseen or catastrophic event, 
- the debtors' ability to repay his debts out of future 
earnings with relative ease, 
(continued on next slide)

- whether the debtor enjoys a stable source of future income,
- whether the debtor is eligible for debt adjustment under 
chapter 13, 
- the availability of state remedies, 
- the availability of relief through private negotiations, 
- whether the debtor can significantly reduce his expenses 
without depriving himself of adequate necessities. 

-In re Schubert, 384 B.R. 77, Bkrtcy.S.D.Ohio, 2008 citing In 
re Krohn, 886 F.2d 123 (6th Cir.1989), at 126, 127.

 It is important to note that both the means test 
and the totality of the circumstances standard 
for abuse applies if the debtor has “primarily 
consumer debt,” and does not apply if the 
debtor has primarily non-consumer debt. 
- HOWEVER be wary of 11 USC Sec 706(b):
- “On request of a party in interest and after  

notice and a hearing, the court may convert a 
case under this chapter to a case 
under Chapter 11 of this title at any time.”
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 ALL ASSETS MUST BE DISCLOSED. Assets not 
disclosed may result in criminal liability, seizure of 
the undisclosed assets and revocation or denial of 
discharge.

- Property of the estate is defined in 11 USC Sec 
541 which states: “The commencement of a case 
under … this title creates an estate. Such estate is 
comprised of all the following property, wherever 
located and by whomever held…” 
- The statute goes on to explain what is property of 
the estate as well as what is excluded from the 
estate

 11 USC Sec 522 concerns exemptions and 
describes what estate property a debtor may 
exempt from the trustee’s reach
- The statute allows states to choose to allow 
their citizens to use exemptions provided by 
the Bankruptcy Code or to “opt-out” and use 
the state’s own state law exemptions.
-The statute also allows a state to let their 
citizens choose either the state or the 
Bankruptcy Code exemptions

 Minnesota allows a debtor to choose either the 
Minnesota state exemptions or the Bankruptcy 
Code exemptions 

- Minnesota is one of the few states that 
allows such flexibility

- This flexibility is highly advantageous to 
Minnesota bankruptcy filers, depending on the 
facts of the debtor’s case
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 Most clients use the federal exemptions 
because the federal  exemptions include a 
“wild card” exemption, which protects 
property of any kind. 
- In most federal exemption cases no assets are 
seized by the trustee since miscellaneous assets 
that would otherwise be at risk can be 
exempted under the wildcard provision.
- The federal exemptions are found at 
11 USC 522(d).

 There are times when a client will choose the 
Minnesota state exemptions over the federal 
exemptions:
- When homestead equity exceeds the federal limit 
(federal exemption limit is $23,675.00 a debtor, can 
be doubled for married couple owning homestead 
together). Minnesota homestead limit is 
$390,000.00
- When the debtor has a personal injury claim that 
exceeds the federal exemption limit of $23,675.00. 
The Minnesota personal injury claim exemption is 
unlimited. Medill v. State 477 N.W.2d 703 (1991)

 HOWEVER there are restrictions on the use of 
state exemptions:
- If the client has not lived in Minnesota for the 
past 2 years the client must use the exemptions of 
the state in which he/she lived for the greater part 
of the 180 days prior to the two year look-back 
period. 11 USC Sec 522(b)(3). 
- This entails an analysis of what that state’s laws 
allow in regard to exemptions. If that state’s 
exemptions are not extraterritorial, or are 
otherwise unavailable to the debtor, the debtor 
may use the federal exemptions.
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 The use of Minnesota state exemptions and 
extra-territoriality.

-Does Minnesota law allow the use of its 
exemptions outside the state of Minnesota?

 YES, Minnesota does allow the use of 
Minnesota exemptions in other states.
- In re Drentell 403 F. 3d 611 (8th Cir. 2005).

“Permitting the exemption of the Arizona 
homestead is consistent with the general rule of 
liberal construction in favor of the debtor, and 
furthers the Minnesota policies underlying the 
exemption.”

Can a debtor convert property from non-
exempt assets to exempt assets and then file for 
bankruptcy relief?

Cases give us some guidance and it is 
important to know that pre-bankruptcy asset 
planning can be risky business.
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 Norwest Bank Nebraska, N.A. v. Tveten 848 
F.2d 871 C.A.8 (Minn.),1988
- “…the conversion of non-exempt to exempt 
property for the purpose of placing the 
property out of the reach of creditors, without 
more, will not deprive the debtor of the 
exemption to which he otherwise would be 
entitled.” Id. At 874
- Unfortunately for Tveten there was “more”

 In re Sholdan, 217 F.3d 1006, C.A.8 (Minn.),2000
“It is well settled that the mere conversion of non-
exempt assets to exempt assets is not in itself 
fraudulent. See id. Before actual fraudulent intent 
can be found “ ‘there must appear in evidence 
some facts or circumstances which are extrinsic to 
the mere facts of conversion of non-exempt assets 
into exempt and which are indicative of such 
fraudulent purpose.’ ” Norwest Bank Nebraska, N.A. 
v. Tveten, 848 F.2d 871, 875 (8th Cir.1988) (quoting 
Forsberg v. Security State Bank, 15 F.2d 499, 502 (8th 
Cir.1926)).”
- Extrinsic facts did not help Sholdan

 In re Addison, 540 F.3d 805 (8th Cir., 2008) 
- Section 548 of the Code provides that a trustee 
may avoid a pre-petition transfer of assets by the 
debtor if the debtor made the transfer "with actual 
intent to hinder, delay, or defraud" any past or 
future creditor. 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(A). Similarly, 
§ 727(a)(2) bars a debtor's discharge if he takes 
certain actions, including transferring, concealing, 
or removing property of the estate within one year 
before filing, "with intent to hinder, delay, or 
defraud a creditor." 11 U.S.C. § 727(a)(2).
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 In re Addison, 540 F.3d 805 (8th Cir., 2008) 
- The Debtor put a portion of non-exempt 
assets toward exempt homestead equity, and a 
portion of non-exempt assets were contributed 
to an exempt IRA. The Debtor left a portion of 
non-exempt assets on the table for the Chapter 
7 Trustee. 
- The Eighth Circuit ruled that Addison’s pre-
bankruptcy asset planning did not warrant 
denial of exemptions on fraudulent transfer 
grounds.

 In re Addison, 540 F.3d 805 (8th Cir., 2008) 
- "In sum, we conclude that the bankruptcy court 
clearly erred in finding that Addison converted 
nonexempt property into his homestead with the 
intent to hinder, delay, or defraud a creditor. On 
the record before us, there is no extrinsic evidence 
of intent to hinder, delay, or defraud a creditor 
sufficient to uphold that finding. The evidence 
only suggests that Addison was converting 
nonexempt assets to exempt assets to place some 
(but not all or substantially all) of those assets 
beyond the reach of creditors—something our 
precedent permits." Addison at 817.

 BAPCPA further complicated asset planning by 
making several changes, generally relating to the use of 
state homestead exemptions, because they are often 
more generous then the Bankruptcy Code homestead 
exemption.
- 11 USC Sec 522(o) states that a state homestead 
exemption can be reduced by any amounts put into the 
homestead within 10 tears before case filing with the 
intent to hinder delay or defraud creditors
- 11 USC Sec 522(p) requires that a debtor have 
acquired a homestead more then 1215 days before case 
filing if the homestead equity exempted under a state 
exemption exceeds $160,375.00 (as of July 17, 2016). 
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 Assets acquired AFTER case filing:
- Most assets are established by what the 
debtor owns at the time the case is filed
- There are a few exceptions: inheritances and 
life insurance proceeds or marital property 
settlements a client has the right to receive 
within 180 days after case filing are property of 
the bankruptcy estate. 11 USC Sec 541(a)(5)
– These assets are generally seized by the 
trustee, unless they can be exempted 

 In a joint case these post-petition assets apply 
to a surviving spouse – in a joint case if one 
spouse passes away within 180 days of the case 
being filed, and the surviving spouse expects 
an inheritance or life insurance proceeds, these 
post-petition assets must be disclosed, and may 
be lost unless these assets can be otherwise 
exempted

 The nature of a client’s debt is important, 
generally speaking there are three kinds of debt 
to analyze:
- dischargeable debt
- non-dischargeable debt
- secured debt
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 Dischargeable debt includes: 
- credit card debt 
- lines of credit 
- medical debt 
- loans 
- debt incurred by lawsuits against debtors  
including lack of auto insurance judgments

 Nondischargeable debt includes: 
- student loans
- domestic support obligations (child support 
and maintenance)
- most income tax debt 

 SECURED DEBT:

 In a Chapter 7 case a client states intentions in regard to how they intend 
to treat secured debt. A client’s choices are:

- Retain and pay, making  no formal agreement  to reaffirm. This is very 
common with auto lenders and second mortgages. The underlying debt is 
discharged but the creditor retains their lien, so clients must remain 
current on payments.

- Reaffirm the debt. When a client reaffirms they are treating a secured 
lender as though they were not included in the bankruptcy case, and all 
rights and responsibilities of both parties are intact.

-Redeem. A client has the statutory right to find a new lender and pay the 
original lender in full for the value of the collateral as of the date the case 
is filed. Typically only done when a 
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 The role of adversary proceedings in a bankruptcy 
case:
- An “adversary proceeding” is an action started in 
a bankruptcy case under the umbrella of the 
original case filing, essentially a lawsuit filed to 
settle an issue
- Adversary proceedings are governed by Part VII 
of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure
- An adversary can be initiated by parties in 
interest including a trustee, a creditor, or the 
debtor

 The role of adversary proceedings in a 
bankruptcy case:

- Creditors initiate adversary proceedings 
typically to seek a judge’s ruling that a debt 
that is usually dischargeable be ruled 
nondischargeable. This happens most 
frequently when a debtor is accused of 
defrauding a creditor

 The role of adversary proceedings in a 
bankruptcy case:

- Trustees may initiate adversary proceedings 
to seek to have a debtor’s discharge denied, or 
to seek resolution of certain issues relating to 
the bankruptcy case including preferences and 
fraudulent conveyances
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 The role of adversary proceedings in a bankruptcy 
case:

- A debtor may initiate an adversary proceeding:
- to seek to have a debt that is typically 
nondischargeable declared dischargeable. 
Usually this happens within the context of 
student loans, though it can also happen in 
regard to income tax liability
- to pursue a creditor for violation of the
automatic stay, or for a violation of the 
discharge injunction

- Student loans and adversary proceedings:
- A debtor must convince a judge that 
pursuant to 11 USC Sec 523(a)(8) having a 
student loan “would impose an undue 
hardship on the debtor and the debtor’s 
dependents “

- This is a very high standard, the Eighth 
Circuit uses a “totality of the circumstances” test to 
determine student loan dischargeabilty

- Student loans and adversary proceedings:
The totality of the circumstances test is 
comprised of three elements:
(1) the debtor’s past, present, and reasonably 

reliable future financial resources 
(2) a calculation of the debtor’s and her 
dependent’s reasonable necessary living 
expenses
(3) any other relevant facts and circumstances 
surrounding each particular bankruptcy case
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- Student loans and adversary proceedings:
The Eighth Circuit has held that the 
availability of income based repayment 
plans is one circumstance that may result in 
a student loan not rising to the level of an 
undue hardship.
See Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. v. Jesperson, 
571 F.3d 775, 779 (8th Cir. 2009).

 Be sure to find out if your client has engaged in 
fraudulent conveyances or preferences
- Both can have serious consequences for your 
client, and/or for the recipient of a preference 
or a fraudulent conveyance

 Preferences: 11 USC Sec. 547 – a preference is a 
voluntary payment or some other value given 
by the debtor to a creditor that is recoverable 
by a Trustee.

- 90 day look back trustee recovery period 
for regular creditors
- 1 year look back trustee recovery period for 
insiders
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- Generally a preference has an adverse impact 
on the recipient, and not on the debtor since the 
trustee’s cause of action is against the recipient
- Trustees are generally willing to settle these 
actions reasonably, accepting settlement from 
the debtor or from the preference recipient

 11 USC Sec 547 (b) describes a preference and  the five 
elements of a preference:

the trustee may avoid any transfer of an interest of the 
debtor in property—
(1)to or for the benefit of a creditor;
(2)for or on account of an antecedent debt owed by the 
debtor before such transfer was made;
(3)made while the debtor was insolvent;

(4)made—
(A) on or within 90 days before the date of the filing of the 
petition; or
(B) between ninety days and one year before the date of the filing 
of the petition, if such creditor at the time of such transfer was an 
insider; and
(5) that enables such creditor to receive more than such creditor 
would receive if—
(A) the case were a case under chapter 7
(B) the transfer had not been made; and
(C) such creditor received payment of such debt to the extent 
provided by the provisions of this title.
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 There are defenses to a preference action:
- The payment(s) was/were contemporaneous 
exchanges
- The payment(s) were made in the ordinary 
course of the business of the debtor and the 
creditor on ordinary business terms
- The debtor was solvent
- New loan or credit extended to the debtor after 

the preference payment(s) that remain unpaid 

 Fraudulent conveyances – 11 USC Sec. 548 
- Implicated if the debtor conveys property with the 
intent to hinder delay or defraud
-An issue if the debtor conveys property within 2 years 
before case filing and did not receive fair market value
-The bankruptcy code provides for a 2 year look-back, 
such transactions must be disclosed in the petition
-At the Meeting of Creditors trustees will ask if any 
conveyances to insiders in the past 6 years  

 11 USC Sec 727(a)(2)(A) gives the trustee the 
power to deny a debtor a discharge if the 
debtor fraudulently conveyed assets within one 
year before case filing with the intent to hinder, 
delay or defraud a creditor
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 A client may have to wait depending on asset 
issues (tax returns in state exemption cases) or 
if there have been recent large credit card 
usage, or if there is a preference or fraudulent 
conveyance issue. 

 A client may have to wait to file to satisfy the 
means test

 A client may wish to file immediately if there is 
imminent or ongoing legal action, for example 
foreclosure, repossession, lawsuit, garnishment 
or levy

1. Qualifying (An income and expenses analysis)

2. Assets

3. Debt

4. Transactional issues: fraudulent conveyances 
and preferences

5. Timing

- Generally a case lasts about 90 days from 
filing until discharge 
- There is one hearing called a “Meeting of 
Creditors” that the client must attend. 11 USC 
Sec. 341. This usually occurs about 30 days 
after case filing.
- Clients must take a credit counseling class 
before the case is filed
- Clients must take a financial management 
course after case filing in order to receive a 
discharge
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- A “Discharge” is an order entered by a judge 
after a case has been completed which 
discharges dischargeable debt. 11 USC Sec. 727.

- A “Dismissal” means a case has been rejected, 
and creditors can pursue a client as though the 
client never filed bankruptcy. 

- The United States Trustee 

- The Chapter 7 Trustees 

- Bankruptcy Court Judges

 A bankruptcy case may be audited. 
- 28 USC 586(f).
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- Upon case filing an automatic stay comes into 
effect, meaning most creditors can take no 
action against clients, and must cancel pending 
actions

- There are some exceptions.

- A debtor may seek damages for automatic 
stay violations. This can be done by motion or 
by adversary proceeding.

 The Discharge Injunction: 11 USC Sec 524
- replaces the automatic stay once the debtor 
receives the discharge

The Discharge Injunction: 11 USC Sec 524:

 voids any judgment at any time obtained, to the 
extent that such judgment is a determination of the 
personal liability of the debtor with respect to any 
debt discharged 

 operates as an injunction against the commencement 
or continuation of an action, the employment of 
process, or an act, to collect, recover or offset any 
such debt as a personal liability of the debtor
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 11 USC Sec. 525 bars discrimination because of 
a bankruptcy filing in regard to:

- Private employers

- Public Employers

- Federally backed student loans

 What is Chapter 13? 

-Chapter 13 is a payback bankruptcy in which a 
client repays debt through a Chapter 13 
payment plan, which is administered by the 
Chapter 13 Trustee

 The Chapter 13 Trustee 11 USC Sec. 1302: 

- The Chapter 13 Trustee is a private attorney 
hired by the government to administer Chapter 
13 cases, to conduct the Meeting of Creditors, 
to accept payments from the debtors and to 
distribute payments to creditors pursuant to a 
Chapter 13 plan. 
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 When is a Chapter 13 case appropriate? 
There are many reasons a client will file Chapter 
13:
- Does not qualify for Chapter 7
- Has assets that would be seized by a trustee in   
Chapter 7 
- Has debt that a Chapter 7 will not discharge
- Personal preference
- Not statutorily eligible to file Chapter 7
- To resolve issues a Chapter 7 will not such as 
stopping foreclosure or repossession with the 
intent to retain the secured property 

 13 USC Sec 1301 – The Co-Debtor Stay

- Under certain circumstances a Chapter 13 
plan can classify an  unsecured debt to be 
paid in full to protect a non-filing co-debtor 

11 USC Sec. 1307: allows the debtor, if otherwise 
eligible, to convert a Chapter 13 case to a Chapter 7 
case. 
- This is treated as it’s own distinct Chapter 13 
case, new papers are filed with the court 
appropriate for a Chapter 7 case, there is a hearing 
to attend, and all the Chapter 7 issues apply
- It is important to note that assets at the time of 
the conversion relate back to the date of original 
Chapter 13 case filing
- Sometimes it is better to let a Chapter 13 dismiss 
and file a completely new Chapter 7 case
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 13 USC Sec. 1325 – Confirmation of the Plan: 

- If there is no objection to confirmation of the 
plan brought by a Trustee or a creditor, the 
judge will confirm the plan at the Confirmation 
Hearing.

 13 USC Sec. 1329 – Post-confirmation plan 
modification: 

-If the debtor’s facts warrant, a plan may be 
modified post-confirmation to change the 
debtor’s payments
- This is achieved by motion
- local rules require a new Schedule I (Income) 
and Schedule J (Expenses) be filed with any 
motion to modify a Chapter 13 plan that 
reduces Chapter 13 payments 

 11 USC Sec. 1328 Discharge: 
- provides for discharge of certain debts upon 
payment plan completion so long as the debtor 
completes payments per the plan and meets 
other statutory requirements
- Debtors must file a certification regarding 
value of  homestead equity and status of 
domestic support obligations in order to 
receive  discharge
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 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota has created and uses it’s 
own Chapter 13 plan

- The local Chapter 13 plan contains 14 sections 
and specifies how the debtor’s secured debt, 
unsecured debt, priority debt and leases are to 
be handled

The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 1: DEBTOR’S PAYMENTS TO 
TRUSTEE

- Specifies how much the Debtor pays to the 
Trustee monthly and for how many months. Also 
may specify increases or decreases in plan 
payments projected forward based on changes in 
the Debtor’s circumstances

- These changes are typically tied to auto loans 
or 401k loans ending before the plan is completed

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:

Paragraph 2: PAYMENTS BY TRUSTEE 
- Authorizes the Trustee to distribute 

payments pursuant to the plan and provides 
for the collection of the Trustee’s fee 
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 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 3: ADEQUATE PROTECTION 
PAYMENTS [§ 1326(a)(1)(C)]

- Authorizes the Trustee to The trustee to pay 
from available funds adequate protection 
payments to creditors holding allowed claims 
secured by personal property

- Paying adequate protection to secured 
creditors protects the interest of secured 
creditors in collateral that depreciates 

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 4: EXECUTORY CONTRACTS 
AND UNEXPIRED LEASES [§ 365] 

– Specifies which leases or executory
contracts a debtor assumes. 

- Cross references to Paragraph 7 of the local 
plan if there are any cure provisions

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 5: CLAIMS NOT IN DEFAULT –

- Specifies which claims are current and that 
the debtor will pay the payments that come 
due after the date the petition was filed directly 
to the creditors. The creditors will retain liens, 
if any.
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 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 6: HOME MORTGAGES IN DEFAULT 
[§ 1322(b)(5) and § 1322(e)] 

— States that the trustee will cure defaults on 
the claims secured only by a security interest in 
real property that is the debtor's principal 
residence. 

- Debtor pay the payments that come due after 
the date the petition was filed directly to the 
creditors. 

- The creditors will retain liens

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 7: CLAIMS IN DEFAULT [§ 1322 (b)(3) 
and (5) and § 1322(e)] 

— Specifies defaults on certain claims, qand
how the defaults will be cured

- This paragraph frequently used for property 
tax claims and home owner’s association claims 

- Debtors will pay the payments that come due 
after the date the petition was filed directly to the 
creditors. 

- Creditors will retain liens, if any.

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Minnesota 
Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 8: OTHER SECURED CLAIMS; SECURED CLAIM 
AMOUNT IN PLAN CONTROLS [§ 1325(a)(5)] —

- The trustee will pay, on account of the following allowed 
secured claims, the amount set forth in the “Total Payments” 
column, below. The creditors will retain liens securing the allowed 
secured claims until the earlier of the payment of the underlying 
debt determined under nonbankruptcy law, or the date of the 
debtor’s discharge. NOTWITHSTANDING A CREDITOR'S 
PROOF OF CLAIM FILED BEFORE OR AFTER 
CONFIRMATION, THE AMOUNT LISTED IN THIS 
PARAGRAPH AS A CREDITOR'S SECURED CLAIM BINDS THE 
CREDITOR PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C. § 1327, AND 
CONFIRMATION OF THE PLAN IS A DETERMINATION OF 
THE CREDITOR'S ALLOWED SECURED CLAIM. 

- This paragraph generally used for auto claims, and is very 
powerful against creditors
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The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 9: PRIORITY CLAIMS 

- Allows the trustee to pay in full all claims 
entitled to priority under § 507, usually income 
tax liability, domestic support liability and the 
debtor’s own Chapter 13 attorney’s fees

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 10: SEPARATE CLASSES OF 
UNSECURED CREDITORS 

- This paragraph generally used to pay 
claims in full for which there are co-debtors, 
per 11 USC Sec 1301

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 11: TIMELY FILED UNSECURED 
CREDITORS 

- The trustee will pay holders of nonpriority
unsecured claims for which proofs of claim were 
timely filed the balance of all payments received 
by the trustee and not paid under ¶ 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 
and 10 on a pro-rated basis

- This is the paragraph that lumps together and 
totals general unsecured claims, and specifies at 
what rate these claims will be paid
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 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 12: TARDILY-FILED UNSECURED 
CREDITORS 

- All money paid by the debtor to the trustee 
under ¶ 1, but not distributed by the trustee 
under ¶ 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 11 will be paid to 
holders of nonpriority unsecured claims for 
which proofs of claim were tardily filed.

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of 
Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 13: OTHER PROVISIONS 

- The trustee may distribute additional sums not 
expressly provided for herein at the trustee’s discretion

- This paragraph allows a debtor’s attorney to get 
creative in regard to non-standard plan provisions

- The Trustee requires plan language in this 
paragraph to the effect that combined income tax 
refunds for an individual debtor that exceed $1200.00, 
and that exceed $2000.00 for joint debtors, must be paid 
over to the Trustee annually as an extra payment

 The United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Minnesota Chapter 13 Plan:
Paragraph 14: SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS

- Summarizes and totals all payments line by 
line    
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 In order to be a debtor that is eligible for 
bankruptcy relief the debtor must complete 
specialized consumer credit counseling before 
the case is filed
- A certificate is generated evidencing the 
counseling and must be filed with the case
- The counseling is good for 180 days and must 
be re-taken if the certificate expires before the 
case is filed 

 Debtors must provide documentation of all 
income of any type and from any source 
received in the 6 months prior to case filing, 
including but not limited to self-employment, 
child support, maintenance, disability, work 
comp, unemployment compensation, pension 
and retirement income, and rental income. This 
is necessary to make an accurate means test 
calculation.
- Social security income is NOT included

 Debtors must attend the Meeting of Creditors 
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 The Debtor’s most recently filed tax return 
must be provided to the Chapter 7 or Chapter 
13 Trustee at least 7 days before the Meeting of 
Creditors

 Must disclose any reasonably expected increase 
in income that may be receive in the 12 months 
after case filing. 11 USC Sec. 521.

 In Chapter 7 the debtor must state within 30 
days of case filing, or before the meeting of 
creditors, whichever is earlier, the debtor’s 
intention in regard to secured debt. 11 USC Sec. 
521(2)(A).
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 In Chapter 7, within 30 days after the meeting 
of creditors the debtor must perform the 
debtor’s intention in regard to secured debt. 11 
USC Sec. 521(2)(B).

 The debtor must undergo a course in debtor 
financial management after case filing, and 
within 45 days after the meeting of creditors 
must file a certificate of completion with the 
court. 

 BAPCA enacted several requirements placed 
on attorneys in regard to certification of 
information in petitions,  due diligence, 
advertising requirements, information to be 
disclosed to clients and restrictions on speech 
to clients
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 Attorney Due Diligence and Attorney 
Verification Required: 
- Pursuant to § 707(b)(4)(D),  the signature of an 
attorney on a petition constitutes a certification 
that the attorney “has no knowledge after an 
inquiry that the information in the schedules 
filed with such petition is incorrect.” 

 Attorneys must make “reasonable inquiry to 
verify that the information contained” in 
petitions and schedules are “well grounded in 
fact.” 707(b)(4)(C).
- “The signature of an attorney on the petition 
shall constitute a certification that the attorney 
has no knowledge after an inquiry that the 
information in the schedules filed with such 
petitions is incorrect”. 707(b)(4)(C).

 (1) did the attorney impress upon the debtor the critical importance of 
accuracy in the preparation of documents to be presented to the Court; 

 (2) did the attorney seek from the debtor, and then review, whatever 
documents were within the debtor's possession, custody or control in 
order to verify the information provided by the debtor; 

 (3) did the attorney employ such external verification tools as were 
available and not time or cost prohibitive (e.g., on-line real estate title 
compilations, on-line lien search, tax "scripts"); 

 (4) was any of the information provided by the debtor and then set forth 
in the debtor's court filings internally inconsistent--that is, was there 
anything which should have obviously alerted the attorney that the 
information provided by the debtor could not be accurate; and 

 (5) did the attorney act promptly to correct any information presented to 
the Court which turned out, notwithstanding the attorney's best efforts, to 
be inaccurate. These questions can be further simplified and reduced to 
one question, their common denominator: Did the attorney do his or her 
level best to get it right? More can not, and should not, be asked of any 
attorney. And when an attorney appears to have provided less, an 
inquiry under Rule 9011 and § 707(b)(4)(C) is proper.” 

 In re Withrow, 391 B.R. 217, 228 (Bankr.Mass., 2008)
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 Bankruptcy Attorneys are “Debt Relief 
Agencies”: 
-11 USC Sec. 101(12A) states:  “The term "debt 
relief agency" means any person who provides 
any bankruptcy assistance to an assisted 
person in return for the payment of money or 
other valuable consideration … .”  
- Bankruptcy attorneys are “debt relief 
agencies.”

 11 USC Sec. 526: Restrictions on Debt Relief Agencies: 
 “(a) A debt relief agency shall not--
 (1) fail to perform any service that such agency informed an assisted person or 

prospective assisted person it would provide in connection with a case or proceeding 
under this title; 

 (2) make any statement, or counsel or advise any assisted person or prospective assisted 
person to make a statement in a document filed in a case or proceeding under this title, 
that is untrue and misleading, or that upon the exercise of reasonable care, should have 
been known by such agency to be untrue or misleading; 

 (3) misrepresent to any assisted person or prospective assisted person, directly or 
indirectly, affirmatively or by material omission, with respect to--

 (A) the services that such agency will provide to such person; or
 (B) the benefits and risks that may result if such person becomes a debtor in a case under 

this title; or
 (4) advise an assisted person or prospective assisted person to incur more debt in 

contemplation of such person filing a case under this title or to pay an attorney or 
bankruptcy petition preparer fee or charge for services performed as part of preparing 
for or representing a debtor in a case under this title. … .’

 11 USC Sec. 527: Disclosures 
- This section requires the “debt relief agency” 
to provide the “assisted person” with certain 
bankruptcy related disclosures
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 11 USC Sec. 528: Requirements for Debt Relief 
Agencies: 
- Contains certain requirements the “debt relief 
agency” must perform 
- 528(a)(4): “a debt relief agency shall: …clearly 
and conspicuously use the following statement 
in such advertisement: "We are a debt relief 
agency. We help people file for bankruptcy 
relief under the Bankruptcy Code." or a 
substantially similar statement.”

 To what extent are these “debt relief agency” 
provisions applicable to attorneys in Minnesota 
practicing consumer bankruptcy law? 
- Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz v. United States, 130 
S.Ct. 1324 (Mar. 8, 2010) 
- The United States Supreme Court made three 
main holdings in regard to BAPCA and 
bankruptcy attorneys

Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz v. United States, 130 
S.Ct. 1324 (Mar. 8, 2010) 
1. Attorneys who provide bankruptcy assistance to 
assisted persons are debt relief agencies under 
BAPCPA. By definition, “bankruptcy assistance” 
includes several services commonly performed by 
attorneys, e.g., providing “advice, counsel, [or] 
document preparation.”  Moreover, in 
enumerating specific exceptions to the debt-relief-
agency definition, Congress indicated no intent to 
exclude attorneys. 
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 Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz v. United States, 130 S.Ct. 
1324 (Mar. 8, 2010)
2. Section 526(a)(4) prohibits a debt relief agency only 
from advising a debtor to incur more debt because the 
debtor is filing for bankruptcy, rather than for a valid 
purpose. The Court identified the “controlling 
question” as “whether the thought of bankruptcy was 
the impelling cause of the transaction … the controlling 
question…  is likewise whether the impelling reason 
for “advising an assisted person . . . to incur more 
debt” was the prospect of filing for bankruptcy. In 
practice, advice impelled by the prospect of filing will 
generally consist of advice to “load up” on debt with 
the expectation of obtaining its discharge. 

 Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz v. United States, 130 
S.Ct. 1324 (Mar. 8, 2010)
3. Section 528’s disclosure requirements are valid. 
The disclosures are intended to combat the 
problem of inherently misleading commercial 
advertisements, and they entail only an accurate 
statement of the advertiser’s legal status and the 
character of the assistance provided. Moreover, 
they do not prevent debt relief agencies from 
conveying any additional information through 
their advertisements. Because §528’s requirements 
are “reasonably related” to the Government’s 
interest in preventing consumer deception, the 
Court upheld those provisions.
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